The Importance of Biodiversity
This article is accessible to students only when assigned.

Freckle Level: 8A
Imagine an ecosystem in which all of the living things are
identical. Every plant provides the same nutrients and every
animal eats that same plant. This type of environment would not
be sustainable because ecosystems need many different
organisms to maintain a healthy balance. The more different
organisms within an environment, the more unique roles these
organisms can fill. They work together to improve the quality of
air, water, and soil in their ecosystem. This variety of organisms is
known as biodiversity.

Biodiversity
Biodiversity is the variety of living things on our planet. It includes
the diversity between different species and between members of
the same species. Biodiversity also refers to the variation
between different ecosystems on Earth, such as rainforests,
deserts, and grasslands.

Writing
Skills: Argument, Writing Conventions
How does biodiversity help
humans? Explain with evidence
from the text.
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Reading
Skills:
RI.2: Summarizing & Main Ideas
This depiction shows the wide variety of plant and animal life
within an ecosystem.
Biodiversity is necessary for maintaining healthy environments. It
helps organisms complete the processes that provide clean air,
clean water, and healthy soil for growing food. It is also
important because it helps ecosystems recover from
unpredictable events such as disease or natural disasters. A
healthy ecosystem with enough diversity will continue
functioning even if one species was to suffer from an
unpredictable event. In a diverse ecosystem, there are enough
living things to fill a variety of different niches, or roles.
Therefore, it will be able to recover from natural disasters such
as volcanoes, floods, or forest fires.

RI.8: Claims & Evidence
RI.2: Summarizing & Main Ideas
Which of these sentences from the
text states the article’s central idea
best?

Biodiversity is the variety of
living things on our planet.
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Biodiversity is necessary for
maintaining healthy
environments.
In the event of a disease
outbreak, healthy ecosystems
have the ability to recover
because of biodiversity.
Grass grows back after a forest fire damaged this ecosystem.
Healthy ecosystems are able to recover from natural disasters
because of biodiversity.
In the event of a disease outbreak, healthy ecosystems have the
ability to recover because of biodiversity. For example, imagine
that an entire mouse population was killed by a disease. The
snakes that hunt this mouse would have to adapt and find a new
food source. In a diverse ecosystem, they will be able to find
other food sources to sustain their population. This ensures that
the snake population continues to thrive, which helps to maintain
the balance between its prey and other predators. If there were
no other prey species for the snake to hunt, the snakes would
also die out. This would then cause the predators who depend
on the snake to die out, create a ripple effect that could damage
the entire ecosystem!.

Benefits of Biodiversity
Biodiversity benefits Earth by providing valuable ecosystem
services to the people, plants, and animals that live in different
environments. Ecosystem services are natural processes that are
necessary to the survival of all living things. They include water
purification and the decomposition of dead material into
nutrients for healthy soil. Biodiversity also supports organisms
that play a role in keeping the air clean by breaking down and
absorbing pollution.
The benefits of biodiversity can be observed through the
complex relationship of living things that results in healthy soil.
For example, cows on a farm leave their waste on the ground,
which is rich with bacteria. As the waste decomposes into the
soil, the bacteria absorb the nutrients which help them carry out
processes that improve the soil quality. This results in soil that is
rich for farming and is capable of sustaining a wide variety of
crops.

Biodiversity also maintains water
purity by helping ecosystems
naturally ﬁlter out pollutants.

Report issue

RI.2: Summarizing & Main Ideas
Which of the following details from the
section "Beneﬁts of Biodiversity"
support the central idea of the text?
Select all that apply.

Biodiversity beneﬁts Earth by
providing valuable ecosystem
services to the people, plants,
and animals that live in different
environments.
Ecosystem services are natural
processes that are necessary to
the survival of all living things.
Biodiversity also supports
organisms that play a role in
keeping the air clean by breaking
down and absorbing pollution.
For example, cows on a farm
leave their waste on the ground,
which is rich with bacteria.

Report issue

RI.8: Claims & Evidence
Throughout the article, which points
does the author make? Select all that
apply.
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Humans are at least partially
responsible for the high number
of endangered species today.
Loss of biodiversity has a
negative impact on human
societies.
A plant sprouts from healthy soil. Biodiversity improves soil
quality, and helps humans successfully grow a variety of crops.
Biodiversity also maintains water purity by helping ecosystems
naturally filter out pollutants. Scientists have studied how various
forms of algae affect the overall quality of water in an area. They
found that in water sources with a variety of algae populations,
the organisms were able to remove pollutants much quicker than
in water sources with less diversity. This is largely due to each
unique organism filling its own niche. These individual roles
increased the cleansing ability of the entire ecosystem.

There is nothing humans can do
to prevent loss of biodiversity.
Diverse ecosystems are healthier
and more able to withstand
changes.

Report issue

Endangered Species

RI.8: Claims & Evidence

Plant and animal species that are at risk of extinction are called
endangered species. Today, there are over 16,000 endangered
species on Earth. The resources and habitats of these species are
being threatened by human impacts such as pollution and
clearing forests for urban development. As more species are
threatened with extinction, the biodiversity of our planet
decreases.

Which detail from the text best
supports the argument that humans
contribute to loss of biodiversity?

Scientists and concerned citizens
across the globe are working
together to ﬁnd new ways to
protect biodiversity to ensure a
healthy future for our planet.
[Biodiversity] It helps organisms
complete the processes that
provide clean air, clean water,
and healthy soil for growing
food.

Machines cut down trees for human benefit. When people clear
entire habitats to build new towns and cities, the biodiversity of
that environment suffers.
This threat to Earth’s biodiversity is a major threat to human life
as well. We depend on the ecosystem services that only nature
can provide. Biodiversity supports organisms that work to clean
the air and purify our water. It helps sustain a wide variety of
plant and animal life that we need to survive. Scientists and
concerned citizens across the globe are working together to find
new ways to protect biodiversity to ensure a healthy future for
our planet.

The resources and habitats of
these species are being
threatened by human impacts
such as pollution and clearing
forests for urban development.
This threat to Earth’s biodiversity
is a major threat to human life
as well.

Report issue
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